Who’s who at the zoo?

An Array of Alpacas!
Share your favourite alpaca pictures and stories with us
#YYCZooSupportingYou

Latte
Latte is our eldest alpaca – She will turn 10 on July 15, 2020. She is beige in colour.

Pekoe
Pekoe can be recognized by her dark brown hair. She was born five days after Chai, on August 11, 2012.

Chai
Chai’s hair is white. She is the alpaca that our keeper affectionately called our “in your face” alpaca on the Daily Dose – check out how she said hello to the camera and maybe you can guess why!

Can you tell the alpacas apart in this photo using the clues about each?
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L-l-let’s get something straight:
our l-l-ladies are not llamas!

**Llamas**
Llamas are bigger. They have courser hair, as well as longer faces and ears.

**Alpacas**
Alpacas are shorter, have softer hair and shorter faces with smaller, rounded ears.